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1. 
Let R be a ring and let H be a finite solvable group of antiautomorphisms 
and automorphisms of R. Let S = (X E R 1 xu = x, for all u E H). If 
H = (1, *} where * is an involution and if char R # 2, then S is known to 
be a simple Jordan ring [I, p. 32, Theorem 2.61. One purpose of this paper is 
to determine the structure of S when R is a finite direct sum of simple rings 
and His a finite solvable group. 
If G = (7 E H / r is an automorphism), then G is a normal subgroup of H. 
Let T = {x E R 1 XT = x, for all 7 E G}. 
LEMMA 1. T is a ring with involution * defined by x* = xu for any 
(T E H\G, and S is the set of symmetric elements of T. 
Proof. If q , os E H\G, then a& E G. Hence, for x E T, x(q$) = x, 
which implies xur = xu2 . Thus * is well defined and the rest of the Lemma 
is evident. 
With this Lemma in mind, the primary goal of this paper will be to 
determine the structure of T when G is finite and solvable, and R is a finite 
direct sum of simple rings. This is done in Section 3. Then, in Section 4, the 
Jordan ring S will be studied. 
2. 
Throughout this section, p will denote a fixed arbitrary prime number, and 
R will always be an algebra over a field F of characteristic # p that contains 
a primitive pth root of unity W. Also, in this section, G will be a cyclic group of 
order p of F-algebra automorphisms of R, i.e., (cx.x)~ = CY(XT) for OL E F, x E R, 
7 E G. In the next section, these assumptions will be removed. 
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Let=EG,7#l.ThenT={xERIx?=x).LetL=(x~R)C~~~x~i=O}. 
Then, for XE R, t(x) = C,ci xri E T and thus, (l/p) t(x) E T. Hence, 
Co& 1% - (UP) Wb = EEG XU) - t(x) = t(x) - t(x) = 0. Therefore, 
x - (l/p) t(x) EL, which implies x E T + L. Also, if x E T n L, then 
0 = t(x) = px, and hence, x = 0. Thus, R = T @L. 
Now define Li = {XE R / XT = c&x} for i = 0, l,...,p - 1 (modp). 
[Note: L, = T]. Then, for x EL; , i f 0 (modp), XT~ = &ix, for all integers 
j. HenceC::: XT~ = C,“r w’ix = C,“r,’ (&>ix = 0 asC:i, (&>i = 0. There- 
fore,L,CLfori= 1,2 ,..., p- l,andhence,C;z.L,CL. 
Now assume that 
P-l 
z "i-% = 0 with xi E Li , ai E (0, l> (2-l) 
and with the number K of 01~ = 1 minimal. Then, k > 1 and without loss of 
generality, assume ‘Ye = 1. Then, 
P-l 9-l 






0 = c a&i - W)Xr , 
i-2 
which has fewer nonzero coefficients that (2.1), a contradiction. So all ai = 0, 
and the sum 2::. Li Z L is direct. 
For x EL, (l/p)[x + x7 + **a + x+-l] = 0. Hence, 
x =x - (l/p)[x + XT + *-* + XT”-‘] = (l/p)[(p - 1)x - XT - *” - XTp-l]. 
Forj = 1, 2 ,..., p - 1, --I = CUE + m2i + **. + w(P-l)j. Thus, 
x = (l/p& + W(XT) + W2(xT) + --’ + CO”-‘(XT)] 
+ (l/j-+ + W’(xT) + W4(XT2) + -** + W2(p-1)(XT2)] 
+ ‘-- + (l/f+ + w-(xTP--1) + . . . + &+-1)(P--I)(&-I)] 
or, 
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Let xi = (l/p) CTIl w~~(xT~), j = 1, 2 ,..., p - 1. Then, 
P-l 8-l 
xjT = (l/p) C Wji(X#+l) = (Wpe5/p) C U5(i+1)(XTi+1) = OJ’-jXj, 
i=O i=O 
Thus xi EL,+ and so we have proven the first 2 parts of the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2. (1) R = T @L, 
(2) L=L1@Lz@***@Ls-l, 
(3) LilLiZ .** Lin c Lil+iz+...+in . 
Proof. (3) follows easily from the fact that if x EL, , y EL, , then (~y)r = 
(X’)( yT) = u+f5(xy). 
The next number theoretic Lemma is used to simplify the subscript 
arithmetic to prove Theorem 1 and Theorem 2. 
LEMMA 3. Let i, 6 {1,2 ,..., p - l}, j = 1,2 ,..., p. Then, there exists j 
and&l <j<p-1,l <R<p-j,su~hthati~+i~+~+*~~+i~+~~O 
(mod PI. 
Proof. Consider the set A = {i1 , il + is ,..., il + iz + *.a + i,}. If A 
has p distinct elements, then i1 + ..* + i, = 0 (modp) for some m. If not, 
then there exists m < n such that il + a** + i, 3 i1 + *.. + i, (mod p), 
and hence, int+l + ... + i,, = 0 (modp). 
THEOREM 1. Let T be an automorphism of period p on R. If T = 0, then 
Rp = 0. 
Proof. If T = 0, then R = L, @L, @ 3.. @L,-, . Hence, Rp is the sum 
of all products of the form L,,L, 
that ij + ... 
... Lip. By Lemma 3, there exists j, K such 
implies Li, 
+ iifk = 0 (modp): Therefore, LilLlr+l 
.-Lip =Oandthus,Rp=O. 
***Ld,+k _CT = 0 which 
Therefore, if R is semiprime, then T # 0. The next result shows that in 
this case, T is also semiprime. 
To this end, let A be an ideal of T. The following notation will be used. 
9-l 
A0 = C LbALp-i p 
i=o 
A,=L,A+AL,+ C LiALj , h = 1) 2 ,...) p - 1, 
i+j=k(modp) 
iI= A, + A, + --- + A,-, . 
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NOW A, C T and A, CL, , for k = 1, 2 ,..., p - 1. Also, it is easy to verify 
that LjAo 2 Aj and A,Lj C A?, for j = 1,2 ,..., p - 1. For k # 0, 
LjA, C LjL,A $ LjAL, $ C LjL,AL, 
i+m=k 
-CLj+kA +LiALk + C Li+iAL, 
i-km =lc 
c Ai+k as (i +j + m) = (j + k) (modp). 
Similarly, A,Lj _C Aj+k . So A = A, @ A, @ a.0 @ Apwl is an ideal of R. 
THEOREM 2. Let R be a semiprime F-algebra, and let 7 be an automorphism 
of period p on R. Then, T # 0 is a semiprime F-algebra. 
Proof. Let A be an ideal of T such that A2 = 0. &‘+I is a sum of products 
of the form AilA, ‘.. Ai 0 < ii < p - 1, and Ai1Ai a.* A, is a sum 
of products, each’ of ,!I:& is contained in one of thi follok&qg: X = 
(ALiIALiBA ... ALi,A), L,XL, , XL, , or L,J. If ij z 0 (modp), for some j
then AL,$A C A2 = 0, and thus, X = 0. So assume 1 < ii < p - 1, 
j = 1, 2 ,..., p. By Lemma 3, there exists j, k such that Li,~ij,, ... Lij+% 2 T. 
Hence, 
A(Li/G,+lA *** ALij+k)A _C A(Li,Lij+, **a Lij+,)A 
_CATACA2 =0, 
and thus, X = 0. This implies @+l = 0. Therefore, 2 = 0 as R is semi- 
prime, which implies A = 0. Hence, T is semiprime. 
LEMMA 4. Let R be a simple F-algebra, and let Q- be an automorphism of R 
of period p. Assume T is not simple, and let A # 0 be a proper ideal of T. Then, 
P-l 
(1) T = C LiAL,-6 3 
i=o 
9-l 
(2) n L,AL,-i = 0. 
i=o 
Proof. Since A # 0, 2 # 0 and as R is simple, 
R = 2 = A, @ A, @ ..a @ A,p1. 
Thus T = A, which proves (1). To prove (2), assume B = flEi LfAL,-( # 0. 
Then, by (l), T = CTr,’ LtBL,-, and LiBL,-i C L,(L,-,AL,) LDei C A which 
implies that T C A, and this is a contradiction. 
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Unless otherwise stated, R will be assumed to be a simple F-algebra, r an 
automorphism of R of period p, and T will be assumed to be not simple. 
Let A # 0 be a proper ideal of T. Consider the set b of all subsets J of 
(0, l,...,p - 1) such that 0 E J and fiiEJL,AL,-( # 0. L,AL, = TAT # 0 
by Theorem 2 and so {0} E 8. Let I E 23 such that 1 I 1 is maximal and set 
B = ndo, L,AL,-, # 0. So B # 0 is a proper ideal of T. Thus, by Lemma 4, 
if J = {i E (0, l,..., p - l} j LiBL,-, # 0}, then T = &LiBLDdi . Now for 
K E J, L,BL,-, C niorLi+kALs-(i+k) . Hence, for k E J, k # 0, 
Assume that i + k E I for all i E I. Then, since 0 E 1, k E 1, and this implies 
nk ~1, for all n > 1. Hence, I = (0, l,..., p - l}, which is a contradiction to 
Lemma 4. Thus, there exists i E I such that i + k 6 1, and so by (2.2) and 
the maximality of 1 I I, 
B n L,BL,ek = 0, for all K E J, k # 0. 
NOW consider C = L,BL,-,, n (CioJ,i+k LgBL,-,)e Then, 
(2.3) 
C3 C (L&D-k) ( C L$L,-i) (&,&p-k) 
i&l 
t#k 
C C (LkBL,_,LiBL,iL,BL,Ic). 
iEJ 
ifk 
Now (BL,-kLiBL,-iLk) C B(L p+(i-k)BLp-(i-k)) c B n (Lp+(i-k)BLp-(8-k)) = 0 
by (2.3) and the fact that i # k. Hence, Cs = 0, which implies that C = 0 
as T is semiprime. Thus, 
T = @ C L,BL,-i e (2.4) 
lx.3 
It will now be shown that L,BL,-, is a simple F-algebra for all j E J. Let 
j E J and let U # 0 be an ideal of LjBL,+ . Then, as T = @ CieJ L,BL,-, , 
U is an ideal of T. Now for i E J, Li-jULe-(i-j) C L,,(L,BL,-,) L,-(i-j) C 
LiBLDei, and for i 6 J, Li-jUL,-(,-j) C LiBLp-i = 0. Hence, 
T = 0 C Lf-jUL,-(i-jj = @ C L,BLpi 3 (2.5) 
iEJ iSJ 
which implies that Li-jUL,-(i-~) = LdBLp-i , for all i E J. In particular, 
if i = j, then LjBLs-j C TUT C U and SO L,BL,-* is simple. Thus, by (2.4) 
and the definition of B, the following theorem has been proved. 
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THEOREM 3. Let R be a simple F-algebra, where char F # p, andF contains 
a primitive pth root of unity. Let T be an automorphism of R of period p. If T 
is not simple, then for any proper ideal A # 0 of T, there exists an ideal B # 0 
of T where B C A and T = @ xi., LIBLDej , and each L,BL,-, is a simple 
F-algebra, where iE JC{O, I,..., p - I}. 
Before proceeding to the case where R is an arbitrary ring, the case where R 
is a finite direct sum of simple F-algebras must be examined. This requires 
the following lemma. 
LEMMA 5. Let R = @CyS, Ri , where each Ri is a simple ring, and let T 
be an automorphism of R of periodp. Assume that RiT # Ri , for i = 1, 2,..., p. 
Then, T is simple. 
Proof. For 1 < i < p, Rir = Rj , for some j, 1 < j < p, j # i. Thus, 
by renumbering, we may assume that R$T = R,+l , for i = 1, 2,..., P - 1 and 
R=T = R, . Let a E RI . Then, (xyii a+ = xr:t ari+l = Cfr,” ad and 
hence, {Cyi, aTi 1 a E RI} C T. Now let t E T and write t = C,“=, ai , ai E Ri . 
Then, CL, ai = t = tr = C& ai7, which implies ai+l = air, for i = 
P- 1, and a 7 = a. Hence a2 = a1T, a, = a27 = a1T2 ,..., a, = 
~~2~~*~ a@-1. There:ore, T = {Tyii a# 1 a E R,}. 
Define v: R, -+ T by ap, = C,“r, a&. It is straightforward to verify that 9 
is a ring homomorphism, and so the kernel of C+I is 0 or R, . If the kernel is 
R, , then T = 0, which is a contradiction to Theorem 1. Thus, T is isomor- 
phic to R, , and so T is simple. 
Now let R be a direct sum of n simple F-algebras, and let r be an automor- 
phism of R of period p. Since 7 is an automorphism, r maps each direct 
summand of R onto a direct summand of R. Thus, R can be expressed as 
where Bi7 = Bi , 1 < i < m, and Aj is a direct sum of p simple F-algebras, 
and 7 permutes the summands cyclicly as in Lemma 5, 1 < j < m’. Note 
that m + pm’ = n, and it is possible that -r 1 B, = 1. For 1 < i < m, let 
Ti={x~BiIx~=x}, and for 1 <j<m’, let Tj’=(x~AII~~=x}. 
It is clear that T = (0 CL, TJ @ (@Czl T,I). By Lemma 5, Tj’ is simple, 
1 < j < m’. If 7 j Bi = 1, then Ti = Bi . In this case, set Ai = 1. If 
7 1 Bi # 1, then 7 I Bi is an automorphism of B, of period p, and hence, by 
Theorem 3, Ti is a direct sum of ki simple F-algebras, with 1 < K, < p. 
Thus, if K = K, + K, + ... + k, + m’, then T is a direct sum of k simple 
F-algebras. Also, (m + m’) < K < (pm + m’), and (n/p) = (m + pm/)/p = 
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(m/p) + m’ < m + m’, and pn = p(m + pm’) = pm + p%’ 2 pm -I- m’. 
Hence, (n/p) < K < pn. 
THEOREM 4. Let R be a direct sum of n simple F-algebras, where char F # p 
and F contains a primitive pth root of unity, and let 7 be an automorphism of R 
of period p. Then, T is a direct sum of k simple F-algebras with (n/p) < k < pn. 
3. 
In this section, the results of Section 2 will be extended to the case where G 
is a finite solvable group of automorphisms of a ring R, where 1 G ( x = 0 
implies x = 0 for x E R, and R is a finite direct sum of simple rings. The first 
step is to extend Theorem 3 to the case where R is a simple ring. 
So let 7 be an automorphism of period p, p prime, of the simple ring R 
where char R # p. Let Z be the centroid of R. Then, char Z # p. 
LEMMA 6. T induces an automorphism, which is the identity or is of period p, 
on 2. 
Proof. For ‘p E Z, q is a bimodule homomorphism v: R -+ R. Define 
f: R + R by rep’ = [(r+‘-lk]T. I t is a straightforward computation to check 
that pT E 2, and that T: 93 + (P’ is an automorphism of Z. If this automorphism 
is not the identity, then it is clear that it has period p. 
Now define K = {p’ E Z ) ‘p7 = p}, i.e., K is the fixed subfield of G = (T) 
on Z. Note that if T is the identity on Z, then K = Z. Hence, [Z : K] = 1 
or [Z : K] = p. Thus, R is a simple K-algebra with char K # p. If K contains 
a primitive pth root of unity, then as T is a K-algebra automorphism on R, 
the results of Section 2 may be applied. If K does not contain a primitive pth 
root of unity, then let F = K(w), the extension field of K obtained by 
adjoining a primitive pth root of unity W. Then, F is a normal extension of K, 
and[F:K] =p- 1. 
Define A = R OR F. Then, A is an algebra overF. It will now be shown 
that 7 induces an F-algebra automorphism of period p on A. Then, the results 
of Section 2 will be applied to A, and from this, it will be possible to determine 
the structure of T = {x E R 1 x7 = x}. 
LEMMA 7. The mapping 5: A -+ A given by (r @ A)? = rT @ X is an 
F-algebra automorphism of A or period p. If TA = (a E A 1 a? = a}, then 
TA = T gKF. 
Proof. It follows directly from the properties of tensor product that + 
is a well defined homomorphism of A onto A. Assume a? = 0 for a E A. 
Write a = CyE, riT @ Xi with (Xi> linearly independent over K. Then, 
481/29/3-12 
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0 = g=, r@- @ xi , and this implies that rir = 0, i = I, 2 ,..., n. Thus, 
ri = 0, i = 1, 2 ,...) n and a = 0. Therefore, ? is an automorphism, and it 
is clear that d has order p. 
Now T is a K-subalgebra of R, and it is clear that T OK F _C TA . Let 
a E TA , and again write a = C%, Ye @ hi with {Ai} linearly independent over 
K. Then CL, yir @ Xi = a? = a = Cy=, yi @ hi , which implies that 
rp = ri ) i = 1, 2 ,...) n. Thus, ri E T for all i, and T, C T OK F. 
LEMMA 8. A = @x2, Ai , where each Ai is a simple F-algebra, and 
I<m,(p-1. 
Proof. The lattice of ideals of A is isomorphic to the lattice of ideals of 
2 OK F, [2, p. 114, Theorem 11, and Z OK F is a finite direct sum of fields. 
[2, p. 178, Theorem 21. Let 2 OK F = FI @ se* @ Fm . Since each Fi is a 
Z-subspace of Z OK F, we have 
l<m<[Z&F:Z]=p-1. 
Now let Ai be the ideal of A that corresponds to Fi under the lattice iso- 
morphism above. Then, A = @ Cz, Ai , and each Ai is a simple F-algebra. 
Note. If K = 2, i.e., if the centroid of R is left elementwise fixed by 7, 
then 2 OK F = F and A is simple. So in this case m. = 1. 
Theorem 4 of Section 2 can now be applied to A = @ 22, Ai. Hence, 
TA = @‘&, Bi , where each Bi is a simple F-algebra and m/p < k < pm. 
In order to determine the structure of T, the following lemmas will be needed. 
LEMMA 9. Let C be an algebra over a Jield L, and let L’ be an extension field 
of L. Let U, V # 0 be ideals of C. If U aI. L’ = V or. L’, then U = V. 
Proof. Let 0 # u E U, Write u @ 1 = Cy=, vi @ Xi with (Ai} linearly 
independent over L. If { l} u (Ai} is linearly independent over L, then u = 0, 
a contradiction. Thus, there exists 01~ EL, i = 1, 2,..., n, not all zero, such that 
1 = CF=, qhi . Then, 
g1 vi @ Ai = u @ 1 = u @ f c& = $ oliu @ Ai 
i=l i=l 
and thus, u = asilvi for 01~ # 0, which implies UE V, and UC V. Similarly, VC 7J. 
LEMMA 10. Let 7 be an automorphism of period p, p prime, of a simple 
ring R, char R # p. Then, T is a semiprime ring with only finitely many ideals. 
Proof. Let U be an ideal of T with U2 = 0. Then (U OK FJ2 = 0 and 
hence, U OK F = 0 as TA is semiprime by Theorem 2. From this it follows 
that U = 0. Therefore, T is semiprime. By Lemma 9, the map U + U OK F 
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is a one to one map of the set of ideals of T to the set of ideals of TA . Thus, 
T has at most 2’c ideals as T = @J&r Bi , where each Bi is simple. 
LEMMA 11. With the same notation as Lemma 10, if U # 0 is a proper 
idea2 of T, then r(U) = {x E T 1 Ux = 0} # 0. 
Proof. By Lemma 9, U OK F is a proper ideal of TA . By renumbering if 
necessary, it is possible to write U OK F = @CL? Bi where TA = 
@ &, Bi , m’ < k. Let 0 # a E @ Cbm,+l Bi . Then, (U BKF)a = 0. 
Write a = Cg, ti @ Xi with ti E T, ti # 0, and {hi} linearly independent 
over K. Let 0 # u E U. Then, 0 = (U @ 1)a = CL, ut, @ Xi, and thus, 
ut, = 0, which implies Uti = 0, i.e., r(U) # 0. 
THEOREM 5. Let 7 be an automorphism of period p of a simple ring R, 
char R # p. Then, T = @ & Ti with Ti a simple ring, 1 < i < r, and 
1 < r < p(p - 1). Furthermore, if 7 leaves the centroid Z of R elementwise 
$xed, then 1 < r < p. 
Proof. Let Tl # 0 be a minimal ideal of T. (Tl exists by Lemma 10.) 
By Lemma 11, r(T,) # 0, and Tl. r(T,) = 0 implies Tl n r(T,) = 0 as T 
is semiprime. So let T, # 0 be a minimal ideal of T such that Tl n Tz = 0. 
T, is also a minimal ideal of T. If T # Tl @ T, , then continuing in this 
fashion, we eventually get T = Tl @ ... @ T, from Lemma 10. Also, as 
T, = @& B, , it follows that r < k. From Theorem 4, m/p < k < pm 
asA=@C~=,Ai,andfromLemma8,1<m<p-l.Thusl<k< 
p(p - 1) which implies that 1 < r < k < p(p - 1). 
If T leaves 2 elementwise fixed, then m = 1. (See note following Lemma 8.) 
Therefore, for this case, 1 < r < k < p. 
Now let R be a direct sum of n simple rings each of characteristic # p, 
and let 7 be an automorphism of R of periodp. As in Section 2 (Theorem 4), 
we write R = (0 CL, BJ @ (0 Czi Ai) where Big = Bi , 1 < i < m, 
and Ai is a direct sum of p simple rings, and T permutes the summands of Ai 
cyclicly, 1 < i < m’. Then, m + pm’ = n and T = (@cE, Ti) @ (@CzlTj’) 
using the same notation as in Section 2. As before, Tj’ is simple, 1 < j < m’. 
If~~Bc=1,thenTi=Biissimpleandsetki=1.If~~Bi#1,thenT~ 
is a direct sum of ki simple rings with 1 < ki < p(p - 1) from Theorem 5. 
Thus, T is a direct sum of k = k, + ... + k, + m’ simple rings, and 
(m + m’) < k < mp(p + 1) + m’. Now m +pm’ = n, and so n/p = 
(m + pm’)/p < m + m’ < k andp(p - 1)n = mp(p - 1) + p(p - 1)m’ > 
mp(p - 1) + m’ > k. Thus, n/p < k < p(p - 1)n. 
Furthermore, if 7 leaves the centroid 2 of R elementwise fixed, then T 
leaves the centroid of B, elementwise fixed, 1 < i < m, and thus, 1 < ki <p. 
From this, one sees that n/p < k < pn. This proves the following theorem. 
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THEOREM 6. Let r be an automorphism ofperiodp of the ring R = @ CyzI Ri 
where each Ri is simple of characteristic # p. Then, T = @ CF=, Ti , where 
each Ti is simple and n/p < k < p(p - I)n. Furthermore, sf r leaves the 
centroid of R elementwise fixed, then n/p < k < pn. 
The following lemma will be used to extend the results of Theorem 6 
to the case where G is a finite solvable group of automorphisms of R, 
1 G 1 > 1. If N is any group of automorphisms of a ring R, we let 
RN = {X E R / xu = x, for all u EN}. 
LEMMA 12. Let R be any ring and let G be any group of automorphisms of R. 
Let N be a normal subgroup of R and let H = GIN. Then, 
(1) His agroup of automorphisms of RN, 
(2) T = RG = (RN)H. 
Proof. H acts on RN by x(Ncr) = xu for x E RN. This is well defined since 
if Nu, = Na, then ala;’ E N and x(qu;l) = x for x E RN. If x E RC and 
NO E H, then x(Nu) = xu = x. Hence, RG C (RN)H. If x E (RN)“, then for 
u E G, x = x(Nu) = xu, and thus, (RN)h C RG. 
We are now set to prove our main result. 
THEOREM 7. Let G be a Jinite solvable group of automorphisms of the ring 
R = @ Cy=, R, , where each Ri is simple and 1 G 1 x = 0 implies x = 0, for 
x E R, and ) G 1 > 1. Then, T = @Cl”=, Ti , where each Ti is simple and 
n/l G 1 < k < n I G / (I G 1 - 1). Furthermore, zf G leaves the centroid of R 
elementwise fixed, then n/l G 1 < k ,< n 1 G I. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on I G (. The theorem has been proven 
if / G I = p, where p is a prime (Theorem 6). Assume I G 1 is not prime, and 
let N be a normal subgroup of G such that H = G/N has prime order p. 
N exists since G is solvable, and it is known that N is also solvable and I N / < 
1 G I. By induction, R N = @ Cz, Bi , where each Bi is a simple ring and 
n/l N 1 ,( m < n j N 1 (I N 1 - 1). By Lemma 12, T = (RN)H, and it follows 
from Theorem 6 that T = @ Cf-, Ti , where each Ti is a simple ring and 






G n I G ICI G I - 1) 
Hence, n/l G j < k < n j G j (I G 1 - 1). 
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If G leaves the centroid of R elementwise fixed, then we use the same proof 
as above except that n/I N ) < m < n 1 N 1 by induction, and m/l H 1 < k < 
m ( H 1 by Theorem 6. From this it follows that n/l G 1 < k < n 1 G I. 
COROLLARY. Let G be a finite solvable group of automorphisms of the simple 
ring R, where I G 1 > 1 and I G I x = 0 implies x = 0, for x E R. Then, 
T = @ &, Ti , where each Ti is a simple ring and 1 < k < / G 1 (I G I - 1). 
Furthermore, if G leaves the centroid of R elementwisejixed, then 1 < k < I G I. 
4. 
We now turn our attention to the case of a finite solvable group of anti- 
automorphisms and automorphisms acting on the ring R. Throughout this 
section, H will be a group of automorphisms and antiautomorphisms of a 
ring R, and G will denote its subgroup of automorphisms, i.e., G = {T E H I T 
is an automorphism}. It will always be assumed that H # G. It then follows 
that G is a normal subgroup of H of index 2, and thus I H 1 = 2 I G j. Let 
S = {x E R I xu = x, for all u E H}, and T = {x E R / XT = x, for all 7 E G}. 
Recall from Lemma 1 that T is a ring with involution and S is the set of 
symmetric elements. 
LEMMA 13. Let R = A @ B be a ring with involution *, where A and 
B are simple rings of characteristic # 2. Assume that A* = B and B* = A. 
Then, S = (x E R / x* = x} is a simple Jordan ring. 
Proof. It is easy to see that S = {a + a* I a E A}. Define q: A -+ S by 
up, = a + a*. q is a Jordan isomorphism of A onto S. Hence, S is a simple 
Jordan ring, since A is a simple Jordan ring [l, p. 3, Theorem 1.11. 
THEOREM 8. Let H be a finite solvable group of antiautomorphisms and 
automorphisms of the ring R = @C%, Ri , where each A, is simple and 
j H I x = 0 implies x = 0, for x E R. Then, S = @ & S, , where each Si 
is a simple Jordan ring and n/l H I < k < n I G I (I G I - 1). Furthermore, 
sf G leaves the centroid of R elementwisefixed, then n/l H / < k < n I G I. 
Proof. First, by Theorem 7, T is a direct sum of m simple rings where 
n/l G I < m < 71 I G I (I G I - 1). BY L emma 1, T is a ring with involution, 
and S is its set of symmetric elements. Write 
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whereallAj,Bj,Cjaresimple,andA~*=A~,l <j<kl,andB,*=Ci, 
Cj*=Bj,1<j<k,.Then,k,+2k,=m.LetSi={x~Ai~x*=x), 
andletS; =(x~(B~@C~)lx* =x>, 1 <j<ks.Then, 
and Sj is a simple Jordan ring, and by Lemma 13, Si’ is a simple Jordan ring, 
Now k, + 2ks = m implies m/2 < (k, + k,) < m. Let k = k, + k, . Then, 
k>m/2>n/2IGI =n/lH/andk,<m<nIG]((IGI--1). 
If G leaves the centroid of R elementwise fixed, then the proof is as above 
except that n/I G I < m < n 1 G 1 which implies that n/l H ) <j < n 1 G I. 
COROLLARY. Let H be a finite solvable group of antiautomorphisms and 
automorphisms of the simple ring R, where 1 H I x = 0 implies x = 0, for x E R. 
Then, S = @ C$ Si , where each Si is a simple Jordan ring and 1 < k < 
I G I (I G 1 - 1). Furthermore, ;f G leaves the centroid of R elementwise Jixed, 
then 1 <k < [ GI. 
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